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If you long to know your soul’s purpose, Soul Vows is an ideal place to begin. Your
soul vows describe how you choose to walk this earth, in every moment of every
day. They are how you receive and spread grace. As you live your soul vows, you
become a fertile container in which your purpose can take root and prosper.
“Opening this book is like lifting the lid on an ancient Treasure Chest.”
—Gail Mc Meekin, author of The 12 Secrets of Highly Creative Women
“Read this book and you will discover the path that leads to the Divine within.”
—Joel Fotinos, author of My Life Contract
Your soul vows are your personal path to the peak experience seekers want most:
the vibrant presence of the Divine. Soul vows are a living construct of a whole and
holy divine in you that build collectively into the expression of the Divine in us,
through us, and as us. Surely this is how we create the kingdom of heaven on earth.
“This is a wonderful book, gracefully and wisely written. Anyone on
a spiritual path will learn a great deal from it.”
—Andrew Harvey, author of The Hope: A Guide to Sacred Activism
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rich and deeply fulfilling path to spiritual advancement and genuine
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Gathering the Presence of the Divine In You,
Through You, and As You
Janet Conner

Praise for Soul Vows
“Like the sun’s sacred vows to give this earth warmth and
life, so too should each heart love all creatures. May this
new book by Janet Conner help unfurl the wings of many.
May blessed words, as they can, complete us. Discovering
the Presence that makes the atoms dance will reveal our
own astounding beauty and a wild, holy, majestic giving
like the mountains and the sky.”
—Daniel Ladinsky, international bestselling Penguin author
“In Soul Vows, Janet Conner has provided seekers with a sure, rich
and deeply fulfilling path to spiritual advancement and genuine knowingness. It is one thing to hold a theoretical sense of the
Divine, and quite another to open to immersion in the Indwelling
Beloved. I invite you to feast upon and savor the wisdom and practices within this powerful book, for you will be lavishing yourself in
the exquisite possibilities of your True Nature!” —Dr. Roger Teel,
senior minister, Mile Hi Church, author of This Life Is Joy
“Open this book if you have been in the shallows longing for the
deep. Janet will guide your way to more of your divine self, shining
as the light of the world.” —Linda Martella-Whitsett, author of
How to Pray Without Talking to God and Divine Audacity
“Janet Conner has written a beautiful-yet-practical book that is no
less than a map to discover our mystical heart. In Soul Vows, she
illuminates the way, step by step, so that we can learn to listen and
trust our own still small voice, guiding us to our deepest union with
Life. Read this book and you will discover the path that leads to the
Divine within.” —Joel Fotinos, author of My Life Contract
“Janet Conner is a spiritual teacher for the 21st century: part guru,
part girlfriend, a writer able to translate deep truths into practical
action. In Soul Vows, she awakens the mystic in each of us and gently
prods us to make good on the silent promises from deep within.” —
Victoria Moran, author of Creating a Charmed Life and Shelter for the Spirit
“Soul Vows is Janet Conner’s best book yet! Prepare for a deep dive
into your Self.” —Ellen Debenport, author of The Five Principles and
Hell in the Hallway
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“This profound but practice-based book is a joy to recommend! It
surely represents a new and needed wave in spiritual teaching, where
teachers like Janet Conner are not afraid to speak of divine intimacy—
yet in a way that is far beyond mere sentiment—and which invites the
reader to actual experience. Water is good, but Janet changes it into
intoxicating wine.” —Richard Rohr, OFM, Center for Action and
Contemplation, author of Falling Upward and Immortal Diamond
“This is a wonderful book, gracefully and wisely written. Anyone on
a spiritual path will learn a great deal from it.” —Andrew Harvey,
author of The Hope: A Guide to Sacred Activism
“Janet Conner’s Soul Vows teachings have been a gateway to my mystical self, an initiation to a sacred journey of feeling grounded in
the Earth while connected to the Divine. This book takes you on a
life-changing escapade of finding your inner truths and powerfully
infusing yourself with them daily. Janet is an extraordinary storyteller and spiritual teacher. She masters the complex and then gives
you her synthesis and the specific keys to the Kingdom. Opening
this book is like lifting the lid on an ancient Treasure Chest, full of
sacred secrets and invitations. My gratitude to Janet; her wisdom is
infinite.” —Gail McMeekin, author of The 12 Secrets of Highly Creative
Women and The 12 Secrets of Highly Successful Women
“Do you hear that unanswered longing calling from your soul? Janet
Conner guides you in the process of giving answer to that call with
profound skill. In this work Janet draws upon many disciplines and
sources, as well her own deep processes. I predict Soul Vows becomes
your companion in finding your own finest answers to your spiritual longing.” —Mary Anne Radmacher, author of several books
including Lean Forward into Your Life and Live with Intention
“Janet Conner’s Soul Vows is a mirror reflecting the Presence that is
you. You don’t so much read this book as peer into it and allow it to
show you what you already know and who you already are. You won’t
be disappointed.” —Rabbi Rami Shapiro, author of Perennial Wisdom
for the Spiritually Independent
“In Soul Vows Janet Conner issues a clear invitation to each of us to
wake up to the sacred agreement we’ve each made with our divine
Source. And when we wake up not only do we activate our deep connection with the Divine, we also come to know who we are, what we
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are here to do, and to live our lives with a grace that feeds our heart
and nourishes our soul.” —Susyn Reeve, author of The Wholehearted
Life and The Inspired Life
“With elegant, graceful, poetic prose, Janet Conner shows herself
again to be one of our most gifted spiritual writers. This book is like
the song of the soul. The greatest insight this book offers is the realization that we—all of us—come from Love and . . . ultimately . . .
return to Love. There is no other origin . . . no other destination . . .
no other place to be.” —Ramananda John E. Welshons, author of
One Soul, One Love, One Heart
“My favorite part of this book is its celebration of paradox. With her
succulent writing, joyful spirit, and refreshing vulnerability, Janet
Conner expertly guides us into a sacred relationship with all that is.
She is not prescribing easy answers; she is inviting us into the living
mystery, which is love, which is, as it turns out, who we really are.”
—Mirabai Starr, translator of Teresa of Avila, John of the Cross,
and Julian of Norwich, author of God of Love: A Guide to the Heart of Judaism, Christianity & Islam
“As we experience the heartfelt steps of questioning, writing, listening, chanting, and moving, we find ourselves climbing to higher
states of awareness… right along with the paradox of going deeper
and deeper into the mystery of who we are with each revelation.
“Through the seven chakras, Janet Conner beautifully illustrates
how everyone is wired to experience the Divine directly. As each
vow from our soul is uniquely discovered in each chakra, we finally
find our most natural personal statements until we feel whole and
our soul vows feel complete. We ultimately become comfortable
expressing the magnificent Truth of who we are. Imagine that! Janet
Conner did, and she encourages us to do the same, knowing all the
while that these vows will continue to evolve in their meanings and
purpose for our lives. Thank you, Janet Conner. Diving into Soul
Vows has opened my heart even more than I thought was possible. My
soul knows I AM forever free to be Me! Who wouldn’t want everyone
to feel that way?” —Linda Linker Rosenthal, transpersonal psychologist, author of The Seven Chakra Sisters: Make Friends with the Inner Allies
Who Keep You Healthy, Laughing, Loving, and Wise
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For you,
because your soul wants five things,
and one of them is to commit to values,
and your soul knows five things,
and one of them is there is a Presence inside you.
And for my Jerry,
whose soul vows set him free.
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Each Soul Completes Me
My Beloved said, “My name is not complete
without yours.”
And I thought: How could a human’s worth
ever be such?
And God, knowing all our thoughts, and all
our thoughts are just innocent steps on the
path, then addressed my heart,
God revealed a sublime truth to the world
when He sang,
“I am made whole by your life. Each soul, each
soul completes Me.”
—Hafiz, from A Year with Hafiz,
translation by Daniel Ladinsky
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Prelude

what your soul knows
There is a Presence inside you. There is a Presence inside everyone. Though you may have long ignored it, perhaps even willfully turned the other way, that divine Presence is alive and well
and growing. It is a pulse, silently tapping out the rhythm of
the ancient dance of longing for something more, something
bigger, something to mark your every step as holy, important,
and good. That Presence knows you. It knows who you are and
who you long to be. It knows that the life of the Divine is your
life, the love of the Divine is your love, and the Presence of the
Divine is expressed in, and through, and as you. That Presence
is now calling you to step into its tender embrace to learn the
words and music and movements of your dance of divine Presence—Soul Vows.

xi
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welcome to your soul
vows adventure
In 1997, my marriage disintegrated in rather dramatic fashion,
and I was catapulted into a spiritual life I didn’t know existed.
At first, I did not recognize my divorce as a divine invitation; I
was too angry and too frightened. I froze into a relentless state
of panic. My one relief was a daily conversation with “Dear
God” in my journal. Somehow, all that furious scribbling activated a wise, loving voice inside me. For three years, I turned
to that voice every morning, sobbing out my story and begging
for help. Help always came—sometimes through life, sometimes
through dreams, sometimes through friends, but most consistently through the voice on the page. I began to trust that voice.
I discovered there wasn’t anything I could not say, any feeling I
could not express, any fear I could not expose. I didn’t know it
at the time, but I was giving birth to the spiritual practice of deep
soul writing.
One of the first topics I hashed out with “Dear God” was the
sticky muck of vows. Marriage vows, I wrote, don’t mean a damn
thing! So are all vows suspect? Are vows by their very nature
hopeless? Can a person ever declare vows that are true and holy
and good? And live them—actually live them—always, forever?
A few days after I blasted out my questions, I stumbled upon
The House of Belonging, one of David Whyte’s early books of poetry.
In the first few pages, I read a poem called “All the True Vows”:
xiii
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All the true vows
are secret vows
the ones we speak out loud
are the ones we break.
There is only one life
you can call your own
and a thousand others
you can call by any name you want.
Hold to the truth you make
every day with your own body,
don’t turn your face away.
Hold to your own truth
at the center of the image
you were born with.
Those who do not understand
their destiny will never understand
the friends they have made
nor the work they have chosen
nor the one life that waits
beyond all the others.
By the lake in the wood
in the shadows
you can
whisper that truth
to the quiet reflection
you see in the water.
Whatever you hear from
the water, remember,
it wants you to carry
the sound of its truth on your lips.

xiv
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Remember,
in this place
no one can hear you
and out of the silence
you can make a promise
it will kill you to break,
that way you’ll find
what is real and what is not.
I know what I am saying.
Time almost forsook me
and I looked again.
Seeing my reflection
I broke a promise
and spoke
for the first time
after all these years
in my own voice,
before it was too late
to turn my face again.

The second I finished reading Whyte’s “All the True Vows”
I raced to my journal. “Dear God!” I wrote, “I know the vows I
want! I want vows to me, to my self, to my soul, to You!” And with
that declaration, my divine voice and I began long, intense conversations, diving deeper and deeper together into the well of
my soul to find my true vows.
About a week into our conversation, I realized that before I
could declare my new, true vows, I had to uncover and release
the old underlying false vows—the fears and beliefs that had held
me hostage since childhood. It took a lot of deep soul writing to
excavate them, but once I’d dredged them up, looked them in
the face, heard their stories, and thanked them for their service,
welcome to your soul vows adventure
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I was able to let them go. I prayerfully told each false vow, “You
can go now,” and—wonder of wonders—they left. For the first
time in my life, I felt the genuine breath of freedom.
From this clean empty place, I was ready to call in my true
vows. I sensed the import of what I was doing, so I didn’t rush.
I spent weeks in dialogue with “Dear God,” talking over all the
possibilities and trying some on for size.
At the same time, I was reading Anatomy of the Spirit by Caroline
Myss. Before reading it, I had viewed the chakras as an Eastern
energy system that was intriguing, but also a tad confusing to
my all-too-logical Western mind. After reading it, I couldn’t
miss the truth: the chakras are the beating heart at the center
of humanity’s diverse spiritual traditions. Weeks later, as I was
reciting my final vows out loud one morning, I stopped halfway
through and burst out laughing. I’d written seven vows that perfectly matched the seven chakras.
My new set of vows was the most exciting thing that had happened to me in years. I was on fire to share the joy of releasing
my old, false vows and living my beautiful, new, true vows. It was
time for a celebration. On November 11, 2000, ten women sat
in a circle on my living room floor as I declared my vows publically for the first time. From then on, November 11 became a
holy day. Each year on that date, I stop and reflect on how my
soul vows have carried me through the past year and on all the
deeper meanings they revealed.
November 11, 2010, was the tenth anniversary of my soul
vows. To honor that special day, I drove to my favorite sacred
place, St. Michael’s Shrine in Tarpon Springs, Florida. There, I
had a long written conversation with my divine voice. As I wrote,
I realized I’d said my soul vows over three thousand times, and
the more I said them and the more I lived them, the more gifts
they bestowed and secrets they revealed.
“How can I thank you?” I wrote.
The answer was swift: “Teach it!”
And that’s what I’ve done ever since.
xvi
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Here are my soul vows. I speak them aloud every morning,
adding the pronoun I in front of each. I pray my soul vows in the
order of the chakras, from bottom to top.

welcome to your soul vows adventure
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These words never fail to inspire or surprise me. On any
given day, one of them will reveal a layer of meaning I never
noticed before. Let me give you one example. For years when I
said, “I come from love,” I thought I was saying, “I, Janet, come
from a state of love. I do my work with love. I write with love.
I treat people with love. I emanate love.” This was, forgive the
pun, a lovely sentiment, but it also felt a bit like a burden. When
I said this vow, I heard, “Gee, Janet, you better come from love,
or you’re not living your soul vows.”
Then one morning, as I was staring at the words and speaking them aloud, I felt something shift in my heart. I stopped.
My hands flew to my chest, and I burst into tears. “I come from
love” doesn’t mean I have to generate love; it means I was generated by Divine Love. Love doesn’t come from me; it comes from
my Divine Source. That’s a huge difference in meaning—and it
only took me nine years to realize it! This deeper understanding
has led to a huge shift in how I live this vow.
Now, fourteen years into my relationship with my soul vows,
I am beginning to see that the vows themselves were always
breathing and living in a space of vast consciousness. They were
always big. It is me who has slowly expanded my consciousness to
meet them. I also see that they are a paradox. They came through
my pen, but I didn’t choose them. They chose me. They called
to me from a future, expanded, potential self—my divine Self.
And they beckon to me still, pointing the way to a deeper and
deeper relationship with my self, my soul, my life, and my God.
I long ago stopped pretending I know what my soul vows mean.
I recognize them now as lifelong companions whose beauty and
depth I can never exhaust.
From my story, you can see that soul vows bear little resemblance to business contracts, legal agreements, or even most
marriage vows. Those kinds of human documents outline the
promises, obligations, and responsibilities of the parties—who
does what, what happens when they do, and what happens
when they don’t. Your soul vows are very different. They’re
xviii
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simple. They’re short. They don’t require any details or definitions or clauses, and they don’t lay out consequences. And
yet these few simple phrases will carry you far beyond the benefits of any human partnership, all the way into the joys of
divine partnership.
You might use the word values to describe your soul vows, but
there’s a vast difference between your soul’s most precious values
and the value statements you see posted on corporate walls. The
latter are rarely referred to and, sadly, often have little influence on employee behavior. Soul vows, on the other hand, have
meaning. Big meaning. Powerful meaning. Knock-your-socksoff meaning. You will refer to them every day of your life, and
they will influence everything you do and every choice you make.
They will become alive in you.
Your soul vows are also different from the popular values described in books such as Stephen Covey’s The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People or Don Miguel Ruiz’s The Four Agreements.
These values are all smart and powerful and good, and following
them creates a solid foundation for effective human interaction.
But you are seeking a transmutation forged by an intimate and
deeply personal relationship with the Divine, and these universal values, wise as they are, cannot carry you to the holy life that
is yours and yours alone.
Your soul vows are not the same as your soul purpose. The
two work seamlessly together and support one another, but
they’re not the same thing. Your soul purpose is your why—the
destiny embedded in your being. Your soul vows are your how.
They describe how you choose to walk this earth—not just at work
or at home or in a relationship, but in every moment of every
day. They are your grace points. They are how you receive and
spread grace. As you live your soul vows, you become a fertile
container in which the seed of your soul purpose can take root
and flourish. If you long to know your soul’s purpose, finding
your soul vows is an ideal place to begin.
At first glance, soul vows appear to be a short list of qualities
or behaviors. “Oh, great,” you might think. “A list. How boring!”
welcome to your soul vows adventure
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But Mary Anne Radmacher, a creativity teacher and the most
prolific artist and author I know, disagrees.
“A list is a door to seeing. A list is a door to knowing. A list
is a door to deeper understanding,” she says. But not just any
list can be these things. In every creativity workshop she teaches,
Mary Anne asks participants this question: “Which is a more
successful shopping list—the one you make right before you walk
out the door or the one you develop over days of noticing what
you need?” The answer is always the same—the list you make over
time. Why? Because as the awareness of need arises, you jot it
down, which triggers you to remember it and then take action.
Noticing, memory, and urgency are all heighted by the simple act of making a list. Brain scientists recognize this honing of
attention as a function of the reticular activating system (RAS).
This is a good thing. Without our RAS, we’d be overwhelmed
within minutes by a bombardment of stimuli, noise, and sensations. Thanks to our RAS, we can focus our attention to what
matters, not to everyone, but to us. Hence the successful shopping list. In the coming chapters, as you develop your own soul
vows, you’ll come to appreciate the generative power of your own
very focused soul vows list.
I titled my original soul vows list “Janet’s Covenant.” Soul
vows are indeed a covenant—and an unshakable, unbreakable
one at that. Do those words sound heavy? If you think in terms
of human contracts, the word covenant can feel weighted with
effort and obligation and consequences. But this is not a human
covenant; it’s a divine covenant—a sacred agreement between
you and your divine Source. Soul vows aren’t a list of obligations; they’re a sweet love pact between your divine Self and your
God. So of course they’re unshakable. Why would anyone walk
away from all that love? And they are unbreakable because they
describe who you are at your core, your essence, your very soul.
To break them, you would have to stop being you—and that, by
definition, is impossible.
As lovely as a list and a divine covenant are, your soul vows
are something even more. They are a prayer—a deeply personal,
xx
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grace-inducing prayer. Over time, your soul vows will evolve
into the most beautiful and powerful prayer of your day. When
you speak your soul vows, four grace-filled things happen.
First, you renew your deep love for these ways of being. With
each vow, you reenergize your commitment to live in alignment with your soul’s most precious values. That alone lifts your
spirit, triggers your RAS, focuses your attention, and influences
your behavior. As you live your vows, you literally build who
you are in this world, moving closer every day to your whole,
authentic, holy Self.
Second, because your soul vows are a two-way covenant between
you and your divine Source, as you declare them for yourself, you
simultaneously activate divine response. As you speak a vow, you
invite divine grace to move through you, creating a welcoming
space for people and situations that are energetically aligned with
that value, and—here’s the most amazing part—simultaneously
and effortlessly deflecting the people and situations that aren’t.
Over time you will find yourself surrounded by more and more
of what is in sync with your vows and less and less of what isn’t.
This is how your soul vows change your world.
Third, your soul vows activate your inner mystic. I’ve asked
dozens of spiritual leaders how they define mysticism, and they
all agree it’s a direct experience of the Divine. But please don’t
think that experience is reserved for the holy and the few. You
were created a mystic. You are wired to directly experience
your divine Source. That’s why, no matter how many books or
coaches or teachers talk about how to live an authentic life, a
happy life, or one filled with meaning and purpose, there is still
a persistent, lingering hunger. It’s not a hunger for another
program. It’s not a hunger for a new advisor. It’s not a hunger
for a new way to control your thoughts, shift your emotions, or
bring more balance into your life. It’s not a hunger for another
round on the self-improvement treadmill. It’s not a hunger that
can be satisfied reading a book or solving a problem in your
mind. It’s not a mental hunger. It’s a hunger of the heart. It’s a
hunger of the soul.
welcome to your soul vows adventure
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It’s a hunger for a tangible experience of the Divine.
Mystics of old understood this hunger. They marched off into
seclusion to find it, face it, and feed it. They prepared themselves. They fasted. They chanted. They prayed. They meditated.
They burrowed deep within their spirit and psyche to their very
soul. And then it happened. They felt the divine embrace.
Most of us, today, don’t want to run off to a monastery or
ashram to satisfy that hunger. And we don’t have to. We can
plant our feet in our modern, wired, distracted, insanely busy
lives and have a mystical experience of the living presence of the
Divine. We can succeed at our jobs, pay our mortgages, raise our
children, and live a holy life. Your soul vows are a very real and,
in the end, quite simple way to walk into the mystical experience
of the divine embrace. By the time you and your soul vows have
become best friends, you will realize that you are a mystic.
Fourth, when you speak your soul vows, you are calling your
full divine Self into this particular space-time experience. Your
presence on this earth at this moment is not your total Self. It is
an expression of that Self, one face of that Self, but it is not your
full, multidimensional Self. Each time you speak a holy quality,
you invoke more and more of your full Self to be present in your
current human expression. Visualize your soul vows as stitches
reaching through the space-time barrier to gather more and
more of the wildly expansive Self that is your potential fullness.
That fullness contains previous expressions of you, future expressions of you, and radiant facets of your share in divine Presence.
Over time, as you live your soul vows, you weave together a larger,
more fully present version of your Self on earth.
In the fourteenth century, Meister Eckhart described this transformation as “God must simply become me and I must become
God—so completely that this ‘he’ and this ‘I’ share one ‘is’ and
in this ‘isness’ do one work eternally” (Breakthrough: Meister Eckhart’s
Creation Spirituality in New Translation by Matthew Fox). A woman in
a Soul Vows course described her “isness” transformation in
slightly more modern terms: “Before soul vows, Wendy 1.0.
After soul vows, Wendy 2.0!”
xxii
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But your individual soul vows do something beyond building
your personal expanded, 2.0 Self. As each of us calls our expanded
divine Self into this space-time experience, together we build
the global divine body. That’s the real power of your soul vows
and the real power that alters your experience here on earth.
Soul vows are a living construction of a whole and holy Divine in
you, through you, and as you, which builds collectively into the
expression of the divine in us, through us, and as us.
Surely this is how we create heaven on earth.

welcome to your soul vows adventure
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Meet Your Soul Vows
the seven deep
soul explorations
The seven deep soul explorations you will move through to discover, declare, and live your soul vows parallel the seven chakras.
Because the energy and purpose of each exploration mirrors the
energy and purpose of each chakra, the chakra system is a wonderful map to help you see where you are in the process, where
you are going, and why you’re going there.
Each of the seven chakra explorations will be explored in
depth in the coming chapters, but let me give you an introductory taste, to inspire you to trust the natural progression of this
sevenfold adventure and excite you to begin. Then, before you
dive in, let me also give you some tips for how to get the most
benefit from your journey.
1
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Soul Vows and the Chakras
The concept of the chakra system is ancient, and, at first glance,
these explorations may appear to be a new and rather modern
application of the chakras’ wisdom and grace. But with deeper
reflection, I think you’ll agree this is not new at all; indeed, this
is a re-remembering of the mystical way we are constructed. Or
as Hafiz, the great Sufi master, puts it:
Wayfarer,
Your body is my prayer carpet,
For I can see in your eyes
That you are exquisitely woven
With the finest silk and wool
And that Pattern upon your soul
Has the signature of God
And all your moods and colors of love
Come from His Divine vats of dye and Gold.
excerpt from “Exquisitely Woven,” I Heard God Laughing,
translation by Daniel Ladinsky

If Hafiz were alive, he’d nod and laugh in recognition upon
reading how Anodea Judith describes the chakras in her classic
book Wheels of Life:
The Tantric philosophies, from which the chakras emerge,
are a philosophy of weaving. Their many threads weave a
tapestry of reality that is both complex and elegant. Tantra
is a philosophy that is both pro-life and pro-spiritual. It
weaves spirit and matter back into its original whole, yet
continues to move that whole along its spiral of evolution.
“Spirit and matter back into its original whole.” That’s it!
That’s what we want and where we’re going. That’s how we create
heaven on earth. So how perfect that the chakras can carry us there.
2
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The chakras are the universal and very beautiful story of the
soul seeking union with the divine Beloved. In the ancient Vedic
tradition, Shakti, who represents the divine feminine and the
soul, longs for union with Shiva, who represents the divine masculine and the One. Shakti awakens with a feeling of longing
and begins to travel through six experiences of duality, resolving
each one as she goes, until at last she reaches the seventh plane,
where she is reunited with her Beloved, Shiva. You will begin, as
Shakti began, in the first chakra, and you will arrive, as Shakti
arrived, united with the One in the seventh. The journey is a
thrilling and holy deep soul adventure.
It is not an accident that the chakra system has seven distinct
energy fields, and you will experience seven distinct deep soul
explorations to reach sacred unity with the Divine in your soul
vows. Seven has long been recognized as the number of totality
and divinity. Consider the seven days of the week, seven seas,
seven continents, seven colors in the rainbow, seven sacraments, seven days of creation, seven veils of Salome, seven cardinal directions, and many, many more. In Numerology: The Power
of Numbers, Ruth Drayer tells us “the number seven represents
spiritual completion.” In The Holy Trinity and the Law of Three, Cynthia
Bourgeault explains why seven is such a profound and necessary number: “[E]very developing process whatsoever must pass
through seven distinct stages before it reaches its completion.”

First Exploration
Honor Your Longing to Be One
In this initial exploration, you will awaken to your dual, royal
lineage—fully human, fully divine. To create a container big
enough and strong enough to support your journey through
the chakras to become one with the One, you will begin to take
loving care of yourself, feed yourself with high spiritual ideas,
and become best friends with several vibrant spiritual practices.
As you complete your exploration in this root chakra, you will
know in every fiber of your being that you are ready for the big
adventure ahead.
meet your soul vows
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Second Exploration
Recognize the False Unconscious Vows
That Have Kept You Fragmented
In this sacral-chakra exploration, you will uncover and acknowledge the falsehoods you’ve been telling yourself about yourself,
and notice how those unconscious beliefs have kept you distracted and fragmented. You will sit with your false masters,
learn their names, listen to their stories, and receive their surprising gifts. This all happens in the second chakra because all
those roiling emotions in your gut have massive creative power.
So far, you’ve been using that power unconsciously to create a
life that isn’t your authentic self and hasn’t been a lot of fun.
When you leave this chakra, you will be free.
Third Exploration
Gather Yourself into Wholeness
Your solar plexus chakra is the energy field of both your physical and spiritual centers of gravity. It holds your honor code,
your personal power, and how you show up in the world. In the
second chakra, you became aware of your false masters. Now, in
the third, you will release them in a ceremony that you design
yourself. As the ceremony ends, you will revel in the rare and
exquisite feeling of being whole.
Fourth Exploration
Listen from Your Heart
When you release your false vows, you create room for your soul
vows to make themselves known. This meeting takes place in the
heart chakra because the heart is your primary organ of spiritual
perception. Your spiritual heart—not your conscious mind—will
identify the divine qualities that belong to you, introduce you
to the Divine’s role in your vows, and reveal how your soul vows
gather the Presence of the Divine on earth. You’ll know when
your heart has chosen your vows because it will jump in ecstasy
and tears of recognition will flow onto your cheeks. You will
leave this chakra carrying your precious soul vows.
4
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Fifth Exploration
Declare Your Soul Vows
In the throat chakra, you will explore the holy power of sound
as your soul vows invite you to learn their sacred chant. Because
the throat chakra holds the paradoxical energies of declaration
and surrender, you will declare your soul vows with enthusiasm
and joy, while at the same time surrendering to them, knowing
you don’t fully understand what they mean and or how they will
direct your life. When you leave this chakra, you will have a new,
thrilling personal spiritual practice born from your soul vows.
Sixth Exploration
Gather the Presence of the Divine
The sixth chakra is the energy field of the third eye, the center of knowing and light. As you live the soul vows that belong
to you, you will gather more and more of the living Presence
of the Divine in you, through you, and as you, bringing more
divine light into the world. This is a mystery that never ends.
Your third eye—your seat of inner knowing, attuned to divine
truth—will support and guide you as the mysteries of life unfold.
You and your soul vows will flow in this sixth-chakra energy for
the rest of your life.
Seventh Exploration
Live in Sacred Unity
The seventh chakra is the seat of mystical communion with the
Divine. As you live your soul vows day after day, year after year,
you will no longer say your soul vows; you will become your soul
vows. You will reach a state where you fully embody the facets of
the Divine that are yours to express in the world. In this way, you
become one with the One. Only the seventh chakra has the grace
to support the mystery of divine union.
The seventh chakra is not the end of your soul’s explorations.
Instead, the most miraculous thing happens when you touch the
holy energy of the seventh chakra. As you gather more and more
meet your soul vows
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and more of the divine Presence in you, through you, and as you
in your daily life, you circle right back to the first chakra, your
foundation, your grounding, your dual lineage. But this time you
arrive with a whole new, joyous appreciation for who you truly are
and who you came to be—the Presence of heaven on earth.
The chakra system is an exciting and helpful map, but in the
end, your soul vows are a mystery. You think you choose them,
but in truth, they choose you. You think you understand them,
but years from now you will realize you are just beginning to discover how rich they are and what they really mean. So step into
these explorations by setting aside any preconceived notions of
what values you think you want to select or how your life will
look when you are living them. If you try to identify your soul
vows now, before you even begin, or if, as you proceed, you try
to steer this ship the way you think it should go, you will miss the
exquisite joy inherent in divine partnership, and you will not
experience the beautiful changes you hoped for when you picked
up this book.

How to Get the Most from Your Explorations
Soul vows are a mystical experience. They are a dance with the
Divine. By definition, you can’t control that or manage that or
predict what will happen. And that’s a good thing, because in the
end, you don’t want to. Because what you can control or manage or predict can only be as big or as beautiful as who you are
right now and what you know right now. That’s not good enough
anymore. It won’t take you anywhere new. And what you want
at the soul level is to be more. More whole. More alive. More
authentic. More holy. More of your divine Self.
So at the get-go, set aside your desire to control. If you have
an overactive left brain—and we all do because modern society
is wired to reinforce only left-brain logic, judgment, and measurement—tell your very logical, but for this adventure highly
unnecessary, left brain to take a walk. Better still, tell it to take a
6
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vacation. How do you do that? Simple. You step down the volume of left-brain action activities and step up the volume of
right-brain creation activities. That means:
Less media, more reading.
Less facts, more intuition.
Less consuming, more creating.
Less commotion, more solitude.
Less talking, more listening.
Less noise, more silence.
Less knowing, more unknowing.
Less doing, more being.
Less thinking ahead, more living in the now.

In other words, less controlling and more cooperating.
Cooperating with whom? Why, with your soul and with your
God. And here’s the good news: this is not hard. Your soul
already knows why you’re here. It already knows why you’re reading this book. It already knows how you long to commit to holy
values. And it knows you are oh-so-ready to step onto the divine
dance floor and let Spirit lead. Here are some specific ways you
can let go of control and start cooperating with the Divine.

Have a Sense of Adventure
Acknowledge right now, before we begin, that you don’t know
what your soul vows will be, when you’ll have them, or what
exactly you’ll do with them. You may not even know why you
picked up this book. You may have simply felt a nudge and
responded. So be brave. Show up. Be real. Follow where your
soul leads. Let the adventure unfold.
Create Sacred Time and Space
Your soul vows are not a one-time writing prompt. If they were,
you could sit down, ask for your soul vows on the page, and get
meet your soul vows
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up an hour later with your vows in hand. Honor the importance
of your soul vows. Give them a sacred space in which they can
come forward. Here are a few ways to do that:
Become friends with silence and solitude. There is no
substitute for being alone with yourself. That is how and
when you are open to divine guidance. But silence and
solitude are the two things our consumer society does
everything it can to get you to avoid. If you keep yourself
busy talking, thinking, doing, going, buying, watching—
all the ways we hold our souls at bay—you will miss messages
bubbling up from your soul. So carve out time to be quiet.
Once you fall in love with quiet, you will never go back to
constant bustle.
Engage in daily prayer. Your soul vows will become the
most important prayer of your life. So this is a good time
to strengthen your relationship with prayer. Return to the
prayers of your spiritual or cultural tradition, if you like.
Or embrace the prayer practices of other traditions. Or
create a new prayer practice of your own. Find one that
makes your heart sing. However you do it, become best
friends with prayer.
Set aside time for deep soul writing. The questions you
will explore in Soul Vows go deep, probably deeper than
you’ve ever gone. Give yourself significant blocks of time
for writing, reflection, and creating a space in which your
soul can be heard.
Set aside time to read. You will select a master-teacher
companion book to walk with you throughout this process. Many of your most startling insights will come as you
absorb the words of your special teacher. Set aside time to
read every day.
Give attention to what is sacred to you. You may look at
your life and think you’re too busy to set aside time for
writing and reading. But you’re not too busy; you’re too
distracted. Do you know the difference? Here’s the simple
but painful truth: what you give your attention to is what
8
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you deem sacred. Say that out loud: “What I give my attention to is sacred to me.” So what are you giving your attention to? Identify ten or twelve activities that get the bulk of
your time. Then ask yourself for each, “Is this sacred? Is
this holy? If not, why have I carved out so much of my precious time for it?” Then try it in the reverse. Ask yourself,
“What’s truly important to me?” and write that list. Then
count how many hours or minutes those people or activities get. Put those two lists side by side. There in front of
you is a clear graphic of the life you have created versus the
life you wish you were living. This simple self-evaluation
exercise will help you rearrange your life in ways that will
have momentous and lasting effects.

Be Willing to Enter the Mystery
The soul can’t be explained or understood. It is, after all, your
divine Self, and divinity is wild, untamable, and more vast and
magnificent than our minds can grasp. Whatever idea or image
you hold in your mind of the soul or the Divine is by definition
too small. That’s perhaps why we feel so compelled to explore
these fields of the soul. We long for the mystery. So acknowledge
that you are stepping into a mystery, and although that may feel
strange, even a bit dangerous, know that all is well because you
are guided and held at the deepest level.
Trust Yourself and Trust the Process
A month from now, a year from now, a decade from now, you
will look back and feel boundless gratitude for yourself for setting aside the space and time to receive your soul vows. But
the only way you can get to that future day of joy is to walk the
path now, explore the fields now, enter the mystery now. Even
if you’re not sure what that means or what will happen, start
walking. Trust that your spiritual feet know exactly what they’re
doing and where they’re going. The path is actually brightly lit,
if we see with the eyes of our souls.

meet your soul vows
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Make Friends with Paradox
In each of the seven chakra explorations, you will stumble upon
a head-scratching paradox.
At first, paradox can seem wildly frustrating because it poses
an unanswerable question: how can two diametric opposites both
be true at the same time? For example, consider my favorite
paradox from Meister Eckhart: “to be full, you must be empty.”
Got that? If I’m empty, how am I full? And if I’m full, how can
I be empty? It feels like trying to maneuver one boat named Full
and another named Empty into the same slip. Impossible, right?
But in the mystical realm paradox is not only not impossible, it’s
a truth at the center of life.
The secret to “solving” a paradox is to shift your view of the
friction between two apparent opposites from a search for a
solution to an invitation into divine mystery. While two boats
can’t enter the same space, two wafts of perfumes can and two
colored lights can. With scent and light, the two opposities
effortlessly merge and create something new, something exciting, a third thing unique unto itself. A triangle is the perfect
shape to demonstrate this mystery of paradox. If one side of the
triangle is one statement and the opposite side is the opposite
statement, then the base of the triangle is not the winner of the
two; it’s something new altogether.
In The Holy Trinity and the Law of Three, Cynthia Bourgeault
explains what happens as we wrestle with paradox:
In contrast to a binary system, which finds stability in the
balance of opposites, the ternary system stipulates a third
force that emerges as the necessary mediation of these
opposites and that in turn (and this is the really crucial
point) generates a synthesis at a whole new level. It is a
dialectic whose resolution simultaneously creates a new
realm of possibility.
Dialectic, by the way, means “a discourse between opposites; a
way of resolving disagreements not by debating to prove a point
10
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or to win, but by exploring metaphysical contradictions to find
new solutions.” As you wrestle with the two sides of the triangle
of paradox in each of the chakras, you will discover a previously
unknown third side and a whole new realm of possibility.
To help you capture these revelations, each exploration will
end with a discussion of the major paradox of that chakra and a
blank triangle on which you can record your dialectic conversation with yourself and the beautiful new idea that arose as a result.

Put Your Discoveries in Your Pocket
You will make seven major discoveries in your soul vows adventure, one at the end of each chakra exploration. These are treasures that will carry you for the rest of your life. To help you
remember them and hold them in your heart, set aside a “Discovery” page or two at the front of your journal and add each
discovery to what will become a very holy list. As you make each
of the seven discoveries, add them in some way to your prayer
practices.
Get into Theta
Many of your experiences in Soul Vows will come through deep
soul writing. If you are journaling—not soul writing—you could
miss access to the depth of wisdom waiting for you a hair below
conscious mind. To touch that wisdom, you want to access the
theta brain-wave state. Here are the seven steps for getting into
theta through soul writing:
1. S et your intention to connect with your divine voice.
You do this by simply having the desire to go beneath
and beyond your conscious mind, connect with yourself at the soul level, and activate your own extraordinary voice of wisdom and grace. Don’t skip over this
split-second step. It sets the whole miraculous chain
in motion.
2. Address the voice by name. If you have an ongoing
soul writing practice, you have a personal term of
meet your soul vows
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

endearment for your divine partner. If you are new
to soul writing or don’t yet have a name, begin to
experiment with “Dear One,” “Dear Beloved,” “Dear
Friend,” or simply write, “Dear Voice.” Eventually
your personal and private name will make itself known.
Write by hand. It is possible to get into theta on the
computer, but looking at a screen pulls most of us
back into conscious mind. Write with a pen so you feel
the presence of your internal voice in your hand. If
you cannot hold a pen, look into voice-recognition
software.
Activate all five senses:
yyVision is automatically engaged as you look at the
page.
yyThe parts of your brain responsible for hearing are
firing even if you write in total silence, but if you
want to add sound, play sacred music, ancient mantras, meditative chants, or the Theta Music CD (available at janetconner.com).
yyTouch is obviously engaged.
yyActivate the sense of smell, your most powerful
sense, with essential oils, flowers, candles—anything
that appeals to you.
yyDrink pure water after you write. With each sip,
speak aloud a blessing or guidance that came through
your soul writing. Drinking the grace-infused water
brings the wisdom and insights into your body at the
cellular level.
Ask lots of open-ended questions. In Writing Down Your
Soul there is extensive information on questions that
activate the voice and questions that don’t.
Write fast, without editing or judging. This is how you
leave your critical conscious mind sputtering in the
distance. If you’re feeling stuck, pick up the speed of
your writing.
Be grateful. Say thank you.

12
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You will need a journal for this adventure, so this is the ideal
time to get My Soul Pages or My Life Pages, two journals designed
for deep soul writers. The seven steps for getting into theta are
explained in more detail in both journals.

Pace Yourself
Go through the seven explorations at the pace that feels right
to you. When I teach Soul Vows, my live global telecourse, each
exploration lasts one week, but there is no set amount of time.
Tune into your own soul to know when you’re ready to dive
deeper and when you’re ready to move on. Most people will have
the wording of their personal soul vows in five to six weeks. After
that, it will take a lifetime to discover what they really mean.
Keep Your Commitment
Soul vows are not a toe dip in the spiritual waters. The seven
explorations are not a self-help exercise promising that if you
do X, you’ll get Y. Discovering your soul vows is making a mystical dive into deep waters that aren’t always clear and swimming
toward a destination that isn’t always visible. That might sound a
bit scary, but the hidden mystery is actually what makes this path
so personal, so exquisite, and so beautiful. This is an opportunity to explore at the deepest levels who you can be in this
earth experience. So if the going should get a little rough, know
that it’s OK, and stay the course. Beauty, divine beauty, awaits.
Carry this sweet truth with you as you begin:
I searched for God and found only myself.
I searched for myself and found only God.
Sufi proverb

meet your soul vows
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First Exploration

honor your longing
to be one
First Chakra: Root Chakra
First Paradox: I am human; I am divine.
First Discovery: I am ready.
Once the soul awakens, the search begins . . .
you are inflamed with a special longing
that will never again let you linger in the lowlands
of complacency and partial fulfillment.
The eternal makes you urgent.
John O’Donohue, Anam Cara

What do you long for? Have you asked yourself this question?
We constantly ask ourselves what we want. But want is too small a
verb for this soul vows exploration, because in our consumptionobsessed world, want is invariably paired with a thing. When your
parents asked your four-year-old self what you wanted for your
birthday, you knew they were asking for a thing like a toy or a
book or a bike. Later, want became paired with larger and more
expensive things, like a car, a house, a raise. This material solution to wanting is so ingrained that even our spiritual practices
15
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have been subverted by supposedly secret formulae that somehow
manipulate the universe to give us what we want.
The verb want actually stretches across a vast range of meanings, from the smallest (“I want a sandwich”) to substantive
needs (“I want a better job)” to soul-directed desires (“I want
to spend more time painting”) all the way to heart yearnings (“I
want to see my mother before she dies”). But then, somewhere
beyond yearning, want leaps a fence into longing. This is territory
we rarely visit. Our consumer culture doesn’t have a clue what
to do with longing, because longing can’t be satisfied with more
stuff. The truth is, if we acknowledge what we really want—what we
long for—our priorities will shift, and all the things in the material
world will never satisfy us again.
I know. I jumped that fence on December 31, 1995. I was
in a toxic marriage and doing lucrative but soul-vacant work.
I was sitting in my back-bedroom office, feeling fragmented,
disconnected, and parched, and I thought, “I cannot bear
another year like this.” In some place deep in my heart, I knew
that even if I reinvigorated my marriage and succeeded wildly at
my career, I would still be hungry, because what I really wanted
was more God.
I grabbed a piece of paper and scribbled, “I want You to find
me. I will sit in a field until You find me.” I could see myself
sitting on the ground in a barren field, surrounded by nothing
but dry golden grass for miles, nothing but hot yellow sky above.
God could not miss me, if God would only look!
I stared at the paper, sighed, and tucked it in my desk drawer. I
stood up, resigned to living another year just like the one before.
But that’s not what happened. My cry of longing set something in motion. Within months, my marriage, my house, my
clients, my savings—everything I’d labored so hard to collect—
began tumbling out of my grip. The losses were brutal, but out
of the ashes of my old life, small green shoots of a much more
satisfying life began to appear. In the darkest days of the divorce,
I discovered deep soul writing. That led me to write the book
Writing Down Your Soul. Facing bankruptcy, I stumbled upon the
16
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original teachings of Buddha and Jesus on how to nourish a truly
beautiful and abundant life. That led me to write The Lotus and
The Lily. Then, on an ordinary January morning in 2011, I was
awakened with the startling news “Your soul wants five things”
in my left ear. I thought that Spirit might want to pick a more
successful author for this assignment, but by the end of the day,
I was in my office, laying out the five courses and five books in a
series called Your Soul Wants Five Things.
Then, as I was beginning to write this book, I was invited to
lead a weekend of events for five Unity churches in Iowa. The
region kindly put me up at PrairieWoods, a Franciscan retreat
center in Cedar Rapids. I decided to give myself a day of silence,
to gather my strength for the two full days of speaking and teaching to come. I walked the lovely paths through the woods and
found myself in front of an eleven-circuit labyrinth set in a
large field surrounded by trees.
As I entered the labyrinth, I took a deep breath and released
all my concerns about the weekend. With each step, I whispered
over and over again, “I let go, I let go, I let go.” When I reached
the center, I sat down on a little wooden stool someone had
placed over a large stone. I had no thoughts, no desires, not
even any prayers. I just sat there, feeling the fall sun on my face
and watching the dance of the wind releasing bursts of golden
leaves. After ten minutes or so, I heard as clearly as if someone
were standing in front of me, “Your soul wants one thing.” I
smiled at the empty space before me. Of course. We all want the
same thing—the one thing. We all want more God. We all long to
be one with the One.
On the flight back home, I stared out the plane window,
watching Iowa recede, and saw myself again on that stool in the
middle of a field. Suddenly I realized I could release the prayer
I’d been holding in my heart for eighteen years: “You found
me! You found me! I sat in a field, and You found me!”
All spiritual paths lead to Oneness. Of that I’m certain. The
awakened one in Buddhism, the incarnated one in Christianity, the chosen one in Judaism, the unified divine feminine
honor your longing to be one
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and masculine in Hinduism, the enfolding love of the hidden
treasure in Islam. I love to read the sacred texts and mystical
poetry of all traditions, but sometimes, when I’m hungry for
a few elegant sentences to carry me into a living experience of
the divine embrace, I reach for the sonorous voice of the Celts,
John O’Donohue, and the soothing voice of the Sufis, Kabir
Helminski. They always open my heart a little wider. And they
always let a little more of that Oneness in.
Listen to this quote from Living Presence by Helminski: “Spiritual attainment is a fundamental transformation of the ‘I’ from
a separate, limited, and contracted identity into a rich and infinite one. It is a movement from separation to union.”
“Separation to union”—that’s it in just three words.
Now listen to what John O’Donohue says in Beauty: “Spirituality has to do with the transfiguration of distance, to come near
to ourselves, to beauty and to God. At the heart of spirituality is
the awakening of real presence.”
To come near. So near we can touch beauty, touch God, and
awaken to real presence. To be one. To be whole. That’s why you’re
here. That’s why I’m here. And that’s the heart of soul vows.
So my question for you, as you step into this profound adventure, is, what do you long for? Not, what do you want? When you look
beyond wanting and even beyond yearning, when you leap over
that invisible fence, where do you land? What is your heart’s
deepest desire? Put it on paper like I did. You will undoubtedly use different words, but I’m willing to bet that your heart
is hungry for the same thing I was hungry for—the same thing
we’re all hungry for—to be found, to be touched, to be whole, to
be one with the One.
It may seem counterintuitive, but we begin our explorations
of this divine union in the first chakra at the base of the spine.
We tend to look at the chakra system and think the point of
the spiritual life is to reach the “higher” chakras, especially the
inner knowing of the sixth and the divine consciousness of the
seventh. But the way to the seventh chakra begins right here in
this very grounded, very human, and often messy first chakra.
18
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This is where you absorbed your initial sense of belonging
in the world and your first identity. Your immediate family was
your first “we.” That small “we” quickly expanded to include
your neighborhood, culture, spiritual tradition, class, race, and
ethnic heritage. That big “we” formed the words you said, the
thoughts you held, the foods you ate, and the ideas you believed.
Surrounded and immersed in the norms and expectations and
values and fears of your surroundings, you swallowed, you got in
line, you conformed, you obeyed. Your singular self, your small
“I,” was subsumed into a communal and very powerful “we.”
With all that complex history, probably going back generations, it is not surprising that this root chakra hosts a few issues.
In the second chakra, you will have many opportunities to hear
and heal the stories and patterns of your life, but for now,
simply recognize that your soul is longing for a deeper, fuller
membership in its before-this-family family—the divine “We.”
Remember, the first chakra is where Shakti’s story begins. The
ancient story says that Shakti and Shiva were once so completely
fused together that they had no experience of one another. They
separated in order to see one another and know one another
and experience the delicious feeling of longing for one another.
The chakra story is the story of Shakti’s journey back to her
Beloved. This first chakra is where your story begins, too.
And now, you are ready. You are ready to step forward. You
are ready to dive in. You are ready, just like Shakti, to again be
one with the One.

Deep Soul Explorations
In this first deep soul exploration in the first chakra, you will:
yytake sweet care of yourself
yyinfuse your spirit with high spiritual ideas
yyset up vibrant spiritual practices

honor your longing to be one
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Take Sweet Care of Yourself
To a Celt or Native American or member of any earth-based tradition, the idea of the duality of body and soul would be comical.
To our early ancestors, a person was not a body with a soul; a
human was an integrated body-soul. But over time, as dualityladen religions dominated the culture, we lost touch with this
inner knowing. We stopped seeing the body as the beautiful
expression of spirit. John O’Donohue speaks of this truth in his
book Anam Cara: A Book of Celtic Wisdom: “The body is your only home
in the universe. It is your house of belonging here in the world.
It is a very sacred temple. To spend time in silence before the
mystery of your body brings you toward wisdom and holiness.”
The first chakra—the chakra that energetically grounds your
sacred temple to mother earth—is the ideal place to begin these
seven deep soul explorations, because your soul vows are the
vehicle through which you will gather divine Presence in you and
through you. That means in and through your body. You won’t
just think your soul vows or say your soul vows; you will be your
soul vows. You will be your soul vows in the most ordinary times
and ordinary ways. Through your hands and your feet, you will
plant your vows on earth. So take time in this first exploration
to refresh your relationship with this exquisite vehicle of earthly
life, your body.

Begin with Self-Care
The word self-care has been bandied about so much that we don’t
really hear it anymore. Caring for ourselves comes across as one
more thing to do, one more retreat to attend, one more yoga
series to sign up for. That’s a great shame because self-care—caring for your Self—is the first way we acknowledge that we are the
beloved of the Divine. If we are as loved as the poet-saints tell us,
then we honor the embrace of the Divine by embracing ourselves.
The popular wording for this whole-self embrace is “body,
mind, spirit.” But there’s an intrinsic problem with that phrase.
It reinforces a feeling of parts—the body part, the mind part,
20
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the spirit part. We are not a series of parts; we are an integrated
whole. Honoring the body is one and the same as honoring the
mind, and one and the same as honoring the spirit.
An exciting way to begin to honor your exquisite body is to
turn your attention to your senses, because, as John O’Donohue
reminds us in Anam Cara, “Your senses link you intimately with
the divine within you and around you.” As you focus on, appreciate, and begin to honor your miraculous senses, something
surprising and holy happens: you begin to notice that divine
guidance flows effortlessly and continuously in and through
them. Throughout your entire body, but especially in your gut,
you awaken to your natural gift of clairsentience and realize you
are, and always have been, a font of intuition. That’s what “I
have a gut feeling” means.
With practice, you can learn to trust the yes and no signals
in your body. As you revel in your sense of vision, for example,
you will begin to notice divine guidance everywhere you look.
Animals crossing your path, books opening to a particular page,
even billboards will surprise you with news that you are guided
and loved. When you reduce the amount of noise bombarding
your ears, you will begin to hear guidance all around. It may
come as a snippet of conversation, a phrase in a song, the call of
an owl. You don’t know what it will be or how it will come, but by
becoming quiet and open, you will begin to hear in a whole new
way. These are just a few of the gifts that come from wrapping
yourself in your own self-loving embrace.
Here are some ways you can take sweet care of yourself during
this first deep soul exploration. Each ends with a few deep soul
writing questions that may help you activate your own internal
wisdom.

Notice the Media You Invite into Your Life
Your attention is sacred. Where it lands is what you deem
holy. Notice the images, ideas, and emotions that pour into
you through the media you watch, the music you listen to, and
the newspapers, magazines, and books you read. Once you pay
honor your longing to be one
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attention, you may find that some, perhaps most, are not in
alignment with what your soul knows to be true.
Don’t worry if this happens. Don’t get mad at yourself. Simply stop and listen to your internal knowing and act on the truth
you hear.
Where does my attention land throughout my day?
What is that telling me about what I consider holy?

Reduce the Noise in Your Life
You can tune into your internal knowing more easily with a body
that is not bombarded with noise. Every sound, from the softest sigh to the roar of a jet engine, is a vibration, and your body
feels them all, whether you are conscious of it or not. Noise
is not just a nuisance; it’s a health hazard impacting hearing
loss, hypertension, heart disease, aggression, and sleep. But it’s
tough to get away from. Our consumer-oriented world intentionally uses noise to induce us to buy things. The next time you
walk into a store, notice the rhythm and volume of the songs
on the sound system. Stores don’t play this music to entertain,
and it’s not background music. It’s in your face—or rather, in
your ear—because research shows that people spend more money
when high energy music is playing at high volume.
Restaurants are often worse. We go out to eat for respite,
food, and conversation, but instead of creating an environment
conducive to enjoyment, many restaurants, especially large
chains, serve up surround-sound assault. The music prevents
conversation and often insults the cuisine. When my favorite
Thai restaurant played loud country music, I walked out, never
to return. Find the quiet mom-and-pop restaurants in your
area and encourage your friends to support them, too. And tell
your dentist and doctor and car repair shop to please turn the
TV down or, better still, off.
You may not be able to get away from all the exterior noise in
your life, but you can control interior noise. Often, instead of
creating quiet havens in our private spaces, we add to the noise
22
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by playing the radio in the car, keeping ear buds in our ears, and
leaving the TV on. In honor of your precious body and delicate
sense of hearing, notice the noise in your life and eliminate all
you can. Then watch as your muscles untense in the quiet, and
guidance begins to flow more easily in and through your beautiful, relaxed body.
How much noise is there in my life?
How does noise affect me? Have I become immune to noise?
Am I afraid of what might happen in the quiet?
How can I create more quiet?

Observe How You Spend Time
People constantly tell me they want to read more books, spend
more time with sacred texts, and take more soul-lifting courses.
They want more prayer and meditation. They want to get outside
more, move their body more, and so many other wonderful things.
But after they list all the lovely things they want, they invariably say,
“But I can’t. There isn’t enough time. I’m too busy.” Then they
ask me what they can do to have a more soulful life.
I smile, knowing how this conversation will end, but I gamely
tell the truth: “The single thing that has had the most dramatic
and beautiful impact on my life is giving up TV.” This is not the
answer they’re expecting, and it’s certainly not the answer they
want. With shock and often sadness in their eyes they say, “I can’t
do that.”
I didn’t think I could either. I can’t even take credit for giving up TV; it wasn’t my idea. I was in Oaxaca, Mexico, four years
ago, leading a soul-writing retreat, when I realized that my mind
had finally stopped wandering away, and I was focused only on
the people I was with, the food I was relishing, and the experiences we were having. I rushed to my hotel room, grabbed a pen,
and begged on the page, “Help me remember this! Help me live
like this when I get home!” Five days later, back in Florida, I
turned on the TV, and the screen was black. Just in case I missed
the point, the cable line was dead, too. At first, I was annoyed.
honor your longing to be one
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A few days later, I realized, “Wait a minute! This is what I asked
for!” I called the cable company to take the box. I thought I’d
miss the few shows I liked. But the oddest thing happened. Not
only did I not miss anything, but I also discovered astonishing
amounts of new time in the evening. This “found time” makes
it possible for me to read my guests’ books for The Soul-Directed
Life, the online radio show that I host; listen to lengthy talks by
teachers I admire; and do massive amounts of research for my
courses and books.
I found time by eliminating TV, but that’s not the only way.
You might find time by cutting back on meetings or volunteering, not going out for lunch, turning down invitations, staying home on weekends, paying someone to clean the house. In
other words, if you don’t really want to do something, say no.
How will you know where to find time? Ask your gut; your
body knows. Time is a holy gift. Love yourself enough to give
yourself more of it.
Do I treat time like a holy gift? Where do I spend my twenty-four hours?
Is there a disconnect between what I say is important and what I do?
Do I watch too much TV? Do I spend too much time online?
Where can I find time?
Deep in my gut, what do I want to say no to?

Get More Sleep
One of the first things to do with your newfound time is sleep.
Forty million people in the United States have chronic sleep disorders. This is a serious problem. While you’re sleeping, your
body heals and your brain reorganizes circuits to build longand short-term memory. Per the National Sleep Foundation,
“Sleep affects how we look, feel and perform on a daily basis,
and can have a major impact on our overall quality of life.” Most
adults need seven to nine hours, yet only 29 percent of adults
get even six. And those six might be more anxious than restful.
Sleep deprivation is used as torture, so why do we do it to our24
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selves and then brag about how we get by on so little sleep? Be
kind to yourself. Get more sleep.
Do I remember what it feels like to be well rested?
How much sleep do I give myself?
Do I treat self-inflicted sleep deprivation as a badge of honor?
What needs to change so I can give myself more sleep?

Pay Attention to How Your Body Responds
Your body is an energetic tuning fork and a very reliable one.
When something happens, notice where you feel a reaction in
your body and honor that feedback. Don’t let anyone push you to
do something you don’t want to do, watch something you don’t
want to watch, or go somewhere you don’t want to go. The days
of obeying other people’s desires over your own sacred intuition
are over. Do only what feels aligned with the truth of your soul.
What did I do today, yesterday, last week, last month that I didn’t want
to do?
How did I know I didn’t want to do it? Did my body tell me no?
Where does my body register the guidance of no?

Move Your Body
Are you starting to fall in love with your divinely designed body?
I hope so. To help you appreciate what a magnificent gift your
body is, move more. Go to a yoga, tai chi, or other movement
class. Take a walk, go for a swim, get a massage, get up and
stretch, dance around the kitchen, or simply raise your arms in
gratitude to the sun. Do something to experience the joy of a body
that moves.
Do I love my body? And do I love it just the way it is?
How do I feel when I move? Do I want more movement?
What needs to change so I can move more?
honor your longing to be one
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Nourish Your Body
Notice what you put into your beautiful body. Begin by increasing the amount of pure water you drink. Water is the elixir of
life. It nourishes every cell and flushes out toxins and waste.
You can make room for more water by eliminating sugared
and diet drinks. If you need help doing this, simply promise
yourself you’ll read the label out loud before you take the first
sip. If you see the words high fructose corn syrup or aspartame (or any
other chemical sugar substitute), your body will tell you to put
it down. Don’t take my word for it; listen to your beautiful
clairsentient body.
And give your holy body holy food. There are thousands of
books by diet gurus who are only too happy to tell you what you
should eat. If you want to read any of them, go right ahead. But
here’s a simple, one-second, cost-nothing way to know. When
you reach for something to eat, imagine the Divine feeding it to
you like you would feed your precious baby. That makes things
pretty clear, doesn’t it?
Would the Beloved feed me what I feed myself?
What needs to change so that I give myself more holy water and food?

Relish Your Food
Food is a sacrament. Marc David, founder of the Institute for
the Psychology of Eating, the world’s leading school in nutritional psychology, wrote, “Eating is life. Each time we eat, the
soul continues its earthly journey. With each morsel of food
swallowed a voice says, ‘I choose life. I choose to eat, for I yearn
for something more.’” You can see this phenomenon play out
clearly in people who are close to death. They let you know
they’re no longer interested in living by turning their head and
refusing to eat.
Do you choose life today? If so, open your mouth and savor
the sacrament of eating.
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Do I choose life?
Is food a sacrament?

Bless Your Food
No matter what you’re eating, bless it—yes, even a drive-through
hamburger. Before I eat anything, I rub my hands together
briskly and hold them over the food, palms down, with my two
hands forming an open triangle. I move the triangle in a circle
over the plate, and looking through the triangle say out loud,
“Thank you, Mother, for the gifts I have been given. May this
food enter my body for my health, well-being, protection, and
joy.” You are welcome to this blessing, but why not write your
own?
Before dinner, I also randomly open the book A Grateful Heart.
Somehow the mealtime blessing my eye lands on is always exactly
what I need to remember. And when friends come for dinner, we
pass the book around. On special occasions, we write our name
and the date beside the blessing we read aloud. Later, when I
open A Grateful Heart again, sweet memories pop off every page.
How shall I bless my food?

Go Outside
Your soul made the choice to be here on this beautiful blue
planet. Honor that choice by spending more time in nature.
Begin by simply stepping outside. Sit in the sun for a bit. Go for
a long, slow walk. Feel the breeze. Hear the birds. Smell the air.
For now, earth is your home. Love and appreciate it.
How do I feel when I go outside?
How can I spend more time in nature?

Honor Your Sanctuary
The law of subtraction is always talking to us, but we don’t always
listen. Look at your bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, office, car. If
honor your longing to be one
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there is clutter and confusion, use a bit of your newfound time
to clear and clean. The quality of your space does influence what
happens in that space.
Do I love my bedroom, my work space, my kitchen—wherever I spend time?
How can I treat my space as sacred space?

Protect Your Soul Light
We think of Spirit as energy and light, but we forget sometimes
that we, too, are energy and light. The mass culture is energy,
too, but it vibrates at a different frequency.
I had a visceral reminder of this when I was invited to teach
soul writing for a small group on a cruise ship. As the ship pulled
away from the dock, the PA system ordered all two thousand passengers to go to their assigned muster stations for a safety briefing. I set off to find my station, feeling lighthearted and happy.
As I worked my way through the progressively more crowded
hallways, I felt jostled first from the left and then from the right.
I looked around. Scads of people were rushing past me, but no
one was touching me. Standing in line for dinner that night, I
looked around to see who was bumping into me. No one was.
That night I fell into my bunk, utterly exhausted.
By the time I got home four days later, I was sick. Even with
twelve hours of sleep every night plus afternoon naps, I wasn’t
getting better. This made no sense, so I called Margo Mastromarchi, a gifted angel guidance reader, for a little guidance.
What I got from the angels was a lecture on vibration and a stern
reminder to protect my soul light. Now, even if I’m just going
to my friendly neighborhood post office, as I’m turning the key
in my door, I call upon Archangel Michael to surround me with
a protective layer of sapphire blue light. As I start the car, I ask
for protection for me and for everyone on the road. As I drive,
I send a blessing to the people I’ll meet and the places I’ll visit.
Go within and find your own method to protect your precious
soul light; then let it become an automatic habit of self-love.
28
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What people or places drain my energy? How do I perceive that?
What is my personal blessing of protection?

Infuse Your Spirit with High Spiritual Ideas
I am not your teacher. I say this to shift attention away from me
and onto the teachers who know you best—your life, your soul,
your big divine Self, and your loving inner voice. In addition, I
recommend you spend time with the words of masters and mystics across time. They know the way to the One. You can do that
in a simple, inexpensive way by choosing a book or sacred text
and reading just a bit from it every day. And I do mean just a bit.
A few lines, a paragraph, one verse—that’s really all you need to,
or want to, absorb in one sitting. In the presence of a great soul,
you will find you simply can’t turn the page; you are compelled
to stop and slowly digest the words.
There’s a beautiful book on how to read this way, Lectio Divina by Christine Valters Paintner. Paintner is a Benedictine
Oblate who follows the practice of lectio divina—divine reading—as
described by St. Benedict, the sixth-century founder of Western
monasticism. The practice has four consecutive actions: first,
read the words for understanding; second, listen for deeper
meaning; third, repeat the words aloud to savor the text; and
finally, rest in the stillness. The practice of reading this way has
ancient roots in the Jewish practice of haggadah, repeating a passage softly until it is learned by heart. The Qur’an, which has
been passed down orally for centuries, has been memorized this
way. And in the Hindu and Buddhist traditions, a mantra or
sacred utterance is repeated aloud, over and over, releasing layers of mystical illumination with each repetition. If you’d like
to know more about this approach to divine reading, I highly
recommend Lectio Divina.
It is also possible that your soul already knows how to read
this way. Mine does. Here’s how I read mystical poetry or a
sacred text or the work of a master teacher:
honor your longing to be one
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1. Read slowly. Don’t rush. One page may be more than
enough.
2. When you come across a sentence or phrase or word
that knocks on your heart, stop and reread it. If it
feels important, underline or highlight or somehow
mark the page so you can find it again.
3. Look up from the book and speak the words aloud
several times as you stare off in space. Don’t try to figure out any meaning; just listen to the words.
4. Just sit in the silence, staring off into space. After your
attention naturally returns to normal, you might go
back to the page and make sure you underlined the
phrase. (I also write the page number and a word or
two about what I read on the inside of the book’s front
cover. That way, when I want to find a particular idea or
sentence again, I can simply glance at the inside cover.)

Is this lectio divina? It may not quite abide by St. Benedict’s
instructions, but I think it fits his purpose—to “listen with the
ear of our heart.”
In just two lines, Rumi tells us how to read this way and why
doing so is so important. Why don’t you begin your lectio divina
practice repeating these words a few times:
Being in a hurry throws the key on the ground
to a door I want you to enter.
If you read my words slowly and out loud, they
will help to pick the lock.
“Pick the Lock” from Purity of Desire, translation by Daniel Ladinsky

To learn how your soul listens with the ear of your heart, simply notice how you naturally react when you read something beautiful or holy. Do you stop reading? Do you suck in your breath?
Do you find yourself mouthing the words or whispering them out
loud? Do you touch your face, your heart, your mouth? Do you
30
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stare off in space? Close the book? Close your eyes? Listen to
your body. It knows how to partake of a feast of holy words.
That feast can include holy images as well. Several members of
my Soul Vows courses have engaged in visio divina—divine looking—
by spending time with holy images, icons, mandalas, and books
filled with soul-stirring art.
How do you select the master-teacher companion to walk
with you on this soul vows journey? Go inside and see if you
feel called to spend time with a sacred text such as the Torah, the
Holy Bible, the Bhagavad Gita, the Upanishads, the Qur’an, or
the Pali Canon.
Or perhaps you feel a longing to get to know a mystic of old.
I wish I could go back to the fourteenth century, sit in a pew
in Germany, and hear Meister Eckhart’s radical sermons on
the union of the soul and God. In a way I can, thanks to Matthew Fox’s brilliant commentaries in Breakthrough: Meister Eckhart’s
Creation Spirituality in New Translation. Or perhaps you feel called to
spend time with a modern mystic such as Thomas Merton, Joel
Goldsmith, Cynthia Bourgeault, or Meher Baba. Or perhaps
you’d like to absorb the book Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. took
with him to prison, Meditations of the Heart by Howard Thurman.
Perhaps a mystical poet such as Hafiz or Rumi is calling you to
sit down and become best friends.
Look at your bookshelves. Three years ago, I stood in front
of the bookshelf that holds my most beloved spiritual treasures,
looking for the perfect companion for the Soul Vows course. I
thought I knew all the books in this bookcase intimately, but as my
eye ran over the spines, I suddenly noticed a faded gold paperback, Anam Cara. I didn’t know what the book was about or who
John O’Donohue was, and I had no memory of buying it. How
long had Anam Cara been sitting on my own shelf, waiting for me?
I don’t know. I can only say thank you to the sweet nudge from my
soul that compelled me to buy it years before I was ready to read it.
See if there is a book like that waiting on your shelf for you.
Or you might feel called to reread an old friend—a friend
you sense has more to teach you on second or third reading. Or
honor your longing to be one
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you might feel the urge to wander around a bookstore and see
what grabs your attention. Whatever your method, seek something deep—something that will carry you into new territory,
something or someone who will speak to you at the deepest soul
level. Select something rich—a truffle, not a candy bar—that you
can savor slowly.
Here are a few books that have expanded the hearts and minds
of members of previous Soul Vows courses. But don’t choose a
book because I or someone else recommends it. Ask your own
soul for guidance and it will be provided.
Prose (some are also available as recordings)
Living Presence or The Knowing Heart, Kabir Helminski
Autobiography of a Yogi or Divine Romance, Paramahansa Yogananda
Anam Cara or Eternal Echoes, John O’Donohue
The Naked Now or Immortal Diamond, Richard Rohr
The Holy Trinity and the Law of Three or Mystical Hope, Cynthia
Bourgeault
Practicing the Presence or The Infinite Way, Joel Goldsmith
Love Is a Fire or Fragments of a Love Story, Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee
Gratefulness: The Heart of Prayer, Brother David Steindl-Rast
Black Elk Speaks, John G. Neihardt
Care of the Soul, Thomas Moore
Desert Wisdom or The Sufi Book of Life, Neil Douglas-Klotz
Entering the Castle, Caroline Myss
Breakthrough: Meister Eckhart’s Creation Spirituality in New Translation,
Matthew Fox
The Dark Night of the Soul, translation by Mirabai Starr
The Heart of Buddha’s Teachings or Living Buddha, Living Christ,
Thich Nhat Hanh
Discourses or God Speaks, Meher Baba
Tao Te Ching, translation by Jonathan Star or Stephen
Mitchell
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Poetry
Thirst and many others by Mary Oliver
House of Belonging or Pilgrim and others by David Whyte
The Essential Rumi and others, translated by Coleman Barks
Rumi Thief of Sleep, Shahram Shiva
Book of Hours, Rainer Maria Rilke
The Enlightened Heart: An Anthology of Sacred Poetry, Stephen
Mitchell
Meditations with Meister Eckhart and other meditations by Matthew Fox
The Gift, Love Poems from God and others, translated by Daniel
Ladinsky
The Conference of the Birds: A Sufi Fable by Farid ud-Din Attar;
also consider the Peter Sis version with gorgeous drawings
Mother of God, Similar to Fire, icons by William Hart McNichols,
reflections by Mirabai Starr (a lovely mix of visio divina and
lectio divina)

Set Up Vibrant Spiritual Practices
Your soul vows will be the cornerstone of your daily spiritual
practice. Speaking them aloud each day will infuse all your other
prayers and practices with new levels of meaning and joy. So
here, at the beginning of your soul vows adventure, is a good
time to look at your current spiritual practices. Do you have
any? Do you like them? Do you engage in them every day, or
often, or only occasionally? Do you look forward to your spiritual practices, or do they feel like another thing on your to-do
list? When you engage in your practices, do you come away
refreshed or dry? Do your practices prepare you to embrace life,
or do you feel sometimes that all you’re doing is going through
the motions? Do your practices feel like soul play or work? Do
your current practices give you a taste, a hint, a whiff of who you
really are—the beloved of the Divine?
honor your longing to be one
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Look at what you currently do and simply ponder these kinds
of expansive questions. And please don’t limit your definition of
“spiritual practice” to time set aside for meditation, prayer, or
deep soul writing. Spiritual practice includes your first thoughts
in the morning and your last thoughts at night. It includes how
you treat your work space, your home, your car. It includes how
you prepare food and how you pay bills. It includes the words you
speak to other people. And it surely includes the words you say to
and about yourself.
An ideal place to do this kind of observation is on the page in
deep soul writing. Your hand and heart know things your mind
does not. So don’t try to “think” your way to the “right” spiritual practices. Instead, simply look over your days, ask expansive questions, and allow your inner knowing to surface in your
heart and on the page.
What are my current spiritual practices?
Do they feed me or does my heart long for something more?
What would a vibrant spiritual practice look like or sound like or feel like?

If you feel a desire to embrace some new spiritual practices
or expand the ones you have, the following are a few ideas your
soul might enjoy.

Don’t Just Say Your Prayers, Be Your Prayers
I love prayer. I love thinking about prayer. I love reading about
prayer. I love embracing the prayer traditions of others. I love
the sound and feel of prayers in other languages and other times
in my mouth. I’ve always thought of prayer as words—beautiful
and powerful words, perhaps—but still words. Prayer had much
to teach me about the deeper nature of prayer.
In 2013, a federal judge sent my son, Jerry, to prison to
coerce him to name his fellow political activists in front of a
secret grand jury. All the words of all the prayers I knew suddenly turned to ash in my mouth. Never have I felt so unable to
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pray. I crawled off to St. Michael’s Shrine in Tarpon Springs,
Florida, plopped myself down in front of the huge hammered
silver icon of St. Michael destroying the demon, and begged
for help. Without thinking, I asked in my soul-writing journal,
“How would a mystic pray for Jerry?”
This is what poured onto the page:
The Divine in me, through me, and as me
Blesses my precious son, Jerry,
Honors his soul’s divinely appointed mission,
And showers him with grace.

This prayer felt alive and so true and holy. The first thing I
loved about it is that it doesn’t ask for anything. I am so weary
of the popular mode of praying that reminds God what you
need and then has the audacity to tell the Divine how you want
your life to look. It would be funny if it weren’t so sad. We have
transformed our relationship with the mystery into a machine
we think we can poke and prod to dispense what we want when
we want it. My heart thumped in joy at this simple prayer that
puts my hand where it belongs—in God’s hand—and promises to
share in the task of blessing and showering the world with grace.
This prayer felt perfect—so much so, that I called it “the
Perfect Prayer.” I was hungry to bring it to life. I went home
and pulled out a stone necklace a friend had given me from El
Camino de Santiago, the ancient pilgrimage road from Vézelay, France, to Santiago de Compostela in Spain. The stone has
a scallop shell, the symbol of St. James and of the pilgrimage,
carved on the front. I resolved to wear it every day my son was in
prison. Every morning as I put it on, I said the Perfect Prayer,
and every evening as I took it off, I said the prayer again. And in
between, whenever I worried about Jerry, I clenched the stone
and said the prayer again. Sometimes, when I couldn’t speak, I
simply pressed the stone to my heart. As the days progressed, the
stone changed from light gray to dark gray to dark brown. The
stone itself became a prayer.
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After five months in federal prison, Jerry began to suffer
greatly. Nothing seemed to give him any comfort. I turned to
the Masters and Teachers of the Akashic Record through Lauralyn Bunn and begged them to teach me how to help my son.
They said to call together a critical mass of people and invite
them to look at a photograph of the prison at the same time
every day and for five minutes shower the prison with divine love
and light. That was it. No words. No intention. Not even the
desire to speed up Jerry’s release. Just shower the prison and
everyone connected with it with divine love and light.
A minister who joined the circle said she thought these five
minutes of pure love and light might be “the Ultimate Prayer.”
Several members of the circle said this was the most powerful
practice they’d ever experienced.
One morning, I glanced at the clock and realized it was
almost time to pray. I stood up and said out loud, “It’s time to
go be the prayer.” I heard myself and laughed. Oh! Don’t say the
prayer, be the prayer!
Thanks to the Ultimate Prayer, I now know that prayers do
not have to have words. And even prayers that do have words, like
the Perfect Prayer or our soul vows, are meant not to be a series
of words, but to be the presence of light and love in the world. So
whatever prayers you choose, don’t just say them, be them!
What does be the prayer mean to me?
Have I ever had the experience of being a prayer?
How can I shift from saying my prayers to being my prayers?

Alter Your Space with an Altar
Do you have an altar in your home? Even if you think you don’t,
you probably do. It might be a niche with your grandmother’s
favorite statue in it, or a row of family photos on your mantel,
or a few special things gathered on your nightstand. Altars matter. They have held an essential place in humanity’s spiritual life
from the most ancient times to the present.
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An altar shifts your attention and alters the space. Is it an
accident that the noun altar and the verb alter sound exactly the
same? I don’t think so. Here’s how I remember which is which.
The a in altar tells me how to create sacred space: put a thing down
in a special place. What thing? Any thing that feels important
or holy or special, any thing that lifts my spirit or reminds me
of the mystery of life. The e in alter reminds me why sacred space
matters: each thing on my altar emanates energy, and that energy
literally changes my space.
When you have your soul vows in a few weeks, you will put
them in a place where they can feed you. Because they are so
holy, the spot where you place your soul vows will automatically
become sacred space. My soul vows hang over my creative altar
in my office. It’s just the top shelf of a low bookcase; what makes
it an altar are the things I put on it and what they mean to me.
Everything on my altar is a treasure that feeds my soul and supports me in my holy work. The dried dragonfly kindly died on
my doorstep while I was writing Writing Down Your Soul; I took it as a
sacred sign from the writing gods and gave it a permanent place
on my altar. The Canadian nickel rolled in front of my feet in
the grocery store the day I got my divine marching orders, “Your
soul wants five things.”
When my son was sent to prison, I cleared off a large round
end table in the living room and created an altar of freedom for
him. I wanted to do something special to honor his willingness
to sacrifice himself to protect our right to dissent. The first thing
I put on it was a large, rather flat ceramic bowl I had bought
years ago. Then I got out a box of small river rocks for floral
arrangements that I’d never used. Each morning, I took out a
rock, wrote the date on one side in permanent marker and the
number of days Jerry had been in prison on the other side. As I
placed each day’s rock in the bowl I said the Perfect Prayer with
my whole heart and my whole body, moving my hands over the
bowl in vertical line, a horizontal line, and finally a full circle.
As people heard about Jerry’s imprisonment, they sent gifts
for his altar: a statue of the Hindu god Ganesh (the remover of
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obstacles), a hand-carved angel from Nicaragua, a prayer wheel
made out of bike spokes, and a crocheted star sent all the way
from Switzerland. I later placed a white statue of the Ascended
Christ behind the bowl, and on the tenth anniversary of his
father’s death, I placed Jerry’s father’s ashes beside the bowl too.
From then on, when I prayed the Perfect Prayer over the bowl,
I felt that all the beings on the altar—Christ, Jerry’s father, the
angels, Ganesh—were saying the prayer with me. When we showered Jerry with grace, he was showered!
Is there something you wish to commemorate? Someone you
want to pray for? A purpose you wish to bless? Wander around
your home and gather a few things and create your altar. You
needn’t spend any money. You can if you want to, but you can
also simply ask the universe to provide you with the perfect gifts.
The first time I carried my shattered heart out for a long walk on
the Pinellas Trail after Jerry was sent to prison, a perfect fourinch dark brown feather drifted to my feet. I carried it home to
take its place at the top of the rocks in Jerry’s bowl of freedom.
What spaces in my home or office are already altars?
Where do I want to create a sanctified altar space?
What is the purpose or intention of my altar?
What belongs on it?
How will I use my altar every day?

Take a Sacred Rest
In the biblical story of creation, God spoke the world into existence for six days and then exhaled and rested on the seventh.
But we humans, with our endless to-do lists and bottomless
sense of self-importance, keep ourselves in full go-mode all
day long, all week long, all year long. And then, we wonder why
we’re weary right down to our souls. I think God had it right;
take a rest, already!
In that day or half day or even two-hour space of nothingness, your body will find respite, and your spirit will be refreshed
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in the mystery. Rest isn’t a spiritual obligation; it’s how we are
wired. We are made to go and then stop. Our daily cycle of wakefulness followed by sleep is a clue. Look at the world. Night follows day. Winter follows fall. But we ignore our natural cycles.
The price for this neglect is burnout and exhaustion.
In the Jewish tradition, as the sun sets on Friday night, the
family stops what they’re doing, gathers around Shabbat candles, says prayers, sings songs, reads Torah, shares a lovely meal,
and enters into a full day of rest. Think about it. When was the
last time you gave yourself a whole day of rest? Can you even
remember? Keep in mind that “rest” doesn’t mean shopping
or cleaning out the closets or taking the kids to an amusement
park. Rest means doing what the Creator did on the seventh
day—nothing. When was the last time you gave yourself a block
of time with nowhere to go and nothing to do?
I did this a couple years ago when Jennifer Hill Robenalt,
my heaven-sent publicist, yelled at me to shut off the computer
and stay out of the office for five days. I couldn’t imagine how in
the world I could do that. What about all the emails left unanswered? What about all the marketing opportunities I’d miss?
But I did it. I turned off the computer, locked the door to my
office, and spent five days reading, praying, and soul writing.
I sat in the garden. I went for long, slow walks. I slept for ten,
eleven, twelve hours. I made myself delicious meals and set the
table with my best linens and crystal. I didn’t talk to anyone or
go anywhere, and I didn’t accomplish a single thing. At the end
of five days, I didn’t want to open the office, so I gave myself two
more days of complete solitude and rest. On the morning of the
eighth day, I turned on my computer. There were twenty-two
invitations to speak and teach, and I had not created, or asked
for, or chased a single one of them.
Don’t wait till you need a whole week of rest. Take one day—
starting now. You might just want to make it a habit.
When was the last time I gave myself a total time off?
honor your longing to be one
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How can I incorporate a Sabbath into my life?
When am I going to start?

Don’t Get Out of Bed so Fast
There is one fairly unusual thing I do that feels like the special
sauce in my spiritual and writing life: I do not get out of bed
in the morning. Instead, as I’m slowly returning from the night
world, I lie perfectly still. I do not open my eyes. I do not turn my
head or lift it off the pillow. And in those theta-drenched, notyet-awake moments, I receive words and images I could never
conjure on my own. This is how I hear the titles of all my books.
This is how I get topics for my newsletters. This is how I heard the
name of my radio show, The Soul-Directed Life. And of course, I was
lying in bed the morning I heard, “Your soul wants five things.”
You already know how to slip into theta in your deep soul
writing, so you’ll find it easy to stretch your time in theta in the
morning. Simply lie still as your brain comes up from the slowest delta brain waves of sleep and passes into theta. If you leap
out of bed the moment your alarm goes off, you leave all the
beautiful possibilities that could have happened in theta on the
pillow. Is lollygagging in bed a vibrant spiritual practice? Absolutely! And it’s one of my favorites.
Have I had an experience of waking in the morning knowing something?
How can I change my mornings to create a pocket of time in theta?

Find the Holy in the Horrible
Watching my son suffer in prison triggered a depth of spiritual
practice I didn’t know existed. Like Alice tumbling into a world
where the standard rules of physics no longer applied, I found
myself in a world where the standard rules of spiritual practice
didn’t seem to apply. Nothing was working. Nothing fed me.
Nothing could even hold my attention. I realized there’s only
one thing that can carry us through tragedy, and that one thing
is trust. So I followed where I was led.
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Eventually, I was led to the hardscrabble ground of the richest spiritual practice of all: forgiveness. Now, I’ve had a little
experience with forgiveness. If you’ve read Writing Down Your Soul,
you know that after three years of intense deep soul writing, the
day came when I forgave my ex-husband with every cell of my
being, and a miracle ensued. After that, I forgave the judge who
had thwarted me at every turn during our divorce.
But with forgiveness, there’s always more to learn. That more
came to me when I realized I had to forgive the federal judge
who had sent my son to prison—and not after he let my son out.
I was being called to forgive the judge while my son was still in
prison. This was much harder than forgiving my ex-husband or
our divorce judge after our battles had ended. Suddenly Jesus’
radical teaching “Love your enemies, do good to those who hate
you” (Luke 6:27) was real, and it was in my face.
The federal judge’s face floated forward in my mind, and I
said out loud, “God loves Judge ________ as much as God loves
me.” Now, I know that truth may sound obvious to you, but for
me, at that moment, it was a revelation—perhaps the revelation.
It was a revelation that no one is other—no one, no matter
who they are or what they’ve done, is withheld from the heart
of the Divine. This was it. This was the opening, the calling,
the moment when I had to—had to—forgive that judge and bless
him and pray for him and make room for him in my heart,
even as my son was suffering. This was my moment to “love my
enemy.”
I gripped my Camino stone necklace harder than I’d ever
gripped it before and spoke the Perfect Prayer for the judge. I
choked the first time, so I made myself say it again. And again.
And again. I said it until I believed it:
The Divine in me, through me, and as me,
Blesses Judge ___________,
Honors his soul’s divinely appointed mission,
And showers him with grace.
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Do you see why forgiveness belongs here under “vibrant spiritual practices”? In fact, it may be the most living, breathing,
essential practice of all. But it’s the one we turn away from, isn’t
it? Meditation? Sure! Ritual? You bet! Contemplation? Absolutely! Forgive your enemies? Uh, maybe not.
If you’re willing, call up a picture of a person who was a source
of misery and suffering in your life. See the person’s face before
you. Take a deep breath. Take another. Then speak the truth out
loud: “God loves ________________ as much as God loves me.”
Now stop. Don’t do a thing. Just let that truth sink in. That
may be enough for now. But when you’re ready—when your soul
cries out to be free of anger and resentment, judgment and
pain, when your soul begs to find the holy in the horrible—forgive that person, and forgive with all your heart.
When will that be? I can’t tell you. No one can. It’s only you
who can—and will—recognize the moment, and it may be a most
ordinary moment. But you’ll know in your heart, “This is it;
this is my invitation to love my enemy.” And when you do, you
may discover the head-scratching paradox Thich Nhat Hanh lays
out for us in Living Buddha, Living Christ: “To ‘love our enemy’ is
impossible because the moment we love him, he is no longer
our enemy.”
How will you forgive? If the Perfect Prayer helps, take it; it’s
yours. Or, if you are in pain right now, consider how Jesus forgave. In the midst of being tortured to death, he called out,
not in anger but in forgiveness. But—and I think this is very
important—Jesus didn’t do the forgiving. He asked his Father to do
the forgiving. Perhaps it isn’t we who forgive at all. Forgiveness
sweeps both the forgiven and the forgiver on a warm tsunami of
love all the way to a blessed state of wholeness. Who or what can
do that but the mystery?
Jesus said, “Father, forgive them; they know not what they
do” (Luke 23:34). When I applied these words to the federal
judge, forgiveness suddenly became possible, doable, almost
easy. In my mouth it came out,
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Oh, Father-Mother God, source of all life, hear me.
This one prays. This one prays not for me, but for another.
Oh, Father-Mother God, forgive Judge __________
for he knows not what he does.

And then, I gave the gift of forgiveness to myself: “Oh FatherMother God, forgive me for I know not what I do.”
I had to sit with that one a long time.
How will you forgive? Ask for guidance and trust that you will
be led to a vibrant forgiveness practice of your own. The important thing is to do it. Do it every day. Do it until forgiveness is
your friend. Do it until you become forgiveness and forgiveness
becomes you. If our purpose in soul vows is to be the presence
of the Divine in us, through us, and as us, then surely we are
called to do what the Divine does best—forgive. We may not do
anything more important.
Who am I being called to forgive?
How shall I forgive?

Create Your Desert Cave of Solitude
Everything we need to know about the critical importance of
solitude is in The Way of the Heart, a slip of a book by the prolific
and saintly Henri Nouwen. In less than a hundred pages, he
distills the priceless wisdom of the desert fathers and mothers,
who retired to the Egyptian desert in the fourth and fifth centuries to find deeper communion with the Divine. The book
has just three chapters: “Solitude,” “Silence,” and “Prayer.” I’ll
let Nouwen tell you why solitude comes first: “Solitude is the
furnace of transformation. Without solitude we remain victims
of our society and continue to be entangled in the illusions of
the false self.”
So how can we begin? How can we create a desert of solitude smack in the middle of our crazy, busy, over-booked, overstimulated lives? How can we heed the call of the desert fathers
honor your longing to be one
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and mothers and become best friends with solitude and silence
in a world that positively loathes both?
Start with the realization that we are not as needed as we think
we are. It is we who create the expectation that we must respond to
everyone and everything. It’s we who keep ourselves in constant
reaction mode at work, at home, with friends. Even when we
are physically apart, we stay in relentless reaction mode through
online and media contact. So when we finally have a chance to
be alone, we make sure we’re not alone. Why do we do this to
ourselves? We do it because constant reaction keeps our focus
outside ourselves. And staying busy is the world’s most honorable
and admirable method to avoid going inside to wrestle with the
real meaning of life. But the soul is hungry. As Thomas Moore
reminds us in Care of the Soul, “Spirituality does demand attention, mindfulness, regularity, and devotion. It asks for some
small measure of withdrawal from a world set up to ignore soul.”
So begin small. All you need is a little time and a little space.
Set aside fifteen or twenty minutes and go to the quietest room
in your house. And it needn’t be a whole room. It could be a
chair, a desk, a pillow. Nor does it have to be in your house. I
know a woman whose sacred space is a bench in the park, another
who slips out to her car during her morning break, and a man
who locks his office door at lunch for thirty minutes. A woman
in Connecticut sits on her living room sofa and opens a beautiful box containing her journal, pen, a book of mystical poetry, a
tiny statue, a gold ribbon, and a small rock that are dear to her—
everything she needs for her cave of solitude. After struggling
to be consistent in her spiritual practice, a friend in New Mexico set up a recurring message on her cell phone with a special
ring tone. Every morning, she receives a text from God: “Good
morning, sweetheart. I am waiting for you in our Blue Room.”
Everyone fashions his or her own desert cave, but here are a
few suggestions to help you create a sacred container of solitude.
Intend. As you step over the threshold into the space, set
the intention to withdraw from the world and be alone with
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the Divine for a window of time. This may be the matter of a
moment, a thought, a tap of the heart, a breath, but it marks
the place where you are as holy. To help you remember, you
might put a picture or word or talisman at the entrance to
your space. Then, as you look at it or touch it, you will be
reminded of your purpose in entering your cave.
Invoke. As you settle, say a short phrase that creates a welcoming space for divine Presence. I call it an invocation
because I love the word, but please don’t think you are
inviting God to join you from somewhere in space; quite
the opposite. As Meister Eckhart said in his pithy way,
“God is at home. We are the ones who have gone out for a
walk.” So your invocation is more of a “Honey, I’m home”
call from the door of your heart.
My favorite invocation is Hineni—“Here I am.” This is
how Abraham answered each time Yahweh called his name
in Genesis. It means more than “I am physically here”; it
means “I am open, I am listening, I am ready, I am present, I am yours.” I love speaking an invocation in another
language because it helps me slip out of conscious mind
and into sacred mind.
Here are a few other invocations you might love.
In Aramaic, Jesus said Abwoon, which is translated “Our
Father,” but according to Neil Douglas-Klotz means
something closer to “Oh Breathing Life.” Another lovely
practice is to speak one of the ninety-nine names of God
each time you enter your cave. You can find the phonetic
Arabic pronunciation, along with a short heart meditation, at the end of each of the ninety-nine chapters in
Douglas-Klotz’s The Sufi Book of Life. Or perhaps you’d like
to intone the ancient Arabic sacred formula: La ilaha illaAllah—“there is no god but One God.” This is the most
revered invocation in all of Islam. It has the same heart
resonance as the most holy prayer in the Jewish tradition:
Sh’ma Yisrael Adonai Elohaynnu Adonai Ehad—“Hear, O Israel,
the Lord our God, the Lord is One.”
In the Vedic tradition, the Sanskrit mantra for opening
sacred space invokes Ganesh, the epitome of auspiciousness
honor your longing to be one
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and the remover of obstacles: Om gam Ganpatiyei namaha. It
means “Om! My deepest salutations to Lord Ganesh.”
Of course, you can invoke divine Presence in English,
too. I heard Ron Roth in Tampa once, and his invocation
was short and powerful: Come, Holy Spirit, come. Everyone
in the sanctuary that day felt holy presence. Thich Nhat
Hanh recommends this beautiful short invocation: I have
arrived, I am home, in the here and in the now. I am solid, I am free,
in the ultimate I dwell. When I say this poem with my whole
heart, I am transformed. Go inside and find your own
sweet invocation.
Shift. Because we are such creatures of doing, a transition
of some kind helps us gather our attention away from the
outside and focus it gently on the inside. It’s like shifting
a speeding car to a lower gear to slow down. You might
take a few deep breaths, then speak a prayer or read a passage from a sacred text, or from your master-companion
book, or from a poem by a mystic. Or you might listen
to a short meditation or sacred chant. You might sing a
hymn or song that reminds you of your purpose. I love the
opening stanza of Daniel Nahmod’s Inside (To Find My God)
so much I asked him if it could be the theme song for The
Soul-Directed Life radio show: “I will leave the world as it is;
go inside to find my God.”
Here’s how I downshift: I stand barefoot on my prayer
rug, take a few deep breaths, light a sacred candle, and ask
the voice of the Tibetan bowl to call me to listen. When
I’m upset and need more help settling down, I hold The Gift
or other book of mystical poetry to my heart and ask for
help. The poem I open to always pulls me away from my
worries and into my heart. There’s great comfort in a set
ritual, but be open and responsive to the call of your heart
for what it needs in the moment.
Be. For this little window of time, all you have to do is be—
be quiet, be still, be present, be open, be gentle, be with
yourself, and be with your God. If you wish to meditate, be
that. Do you love Centering Prayer? Be that. If you want
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to close your eyes and just sit there, be that. If you want
to gaze at a sacred image, be that. I love to sit in my chair
and soul write, but sometimes I look up and stare across
the room at a beautiful Greek icon painting of Archangels
Michael and Gabriel. I can’t explain what happens, but as
I look into their eyes I feel comforted and fed.
Thank. A perfect way to close your time in your desert
cave is to say thank you. We say thank you so often in our
daily lives that we no longer hear ourselves. The phrase,
however, has profound meaning. In Gratefulness, the Heart
of Prayer, Brother David Steindl-Rast reminds us, “The
greatest gift we one can give is thanksgiving. In giving gifts,
we give what we can spare, but in giving thanks we give ourselves. One who says ‘Thank you’ to another really says,
‘We belong together.’” Just think, when you say “Thank
you” to the Beloved, you are saying, “We belong together.”
Really, can you think of a more beautiful prayer? That
must be why Meister Eckhart said, “If the only prayer you
ever say in your entire life is thank you, it will be enough.”
So whether you perceived anything or not, felt anything
or not, heard anything or not, say thank you because you
have been held in the heart of the Beloved, and now you
belong together.
Carry. Your visit to your cave of solitude may be ending,
but its gifts are just beginning. The key is to carry the desert with you. Put a grain of divine sand in your pocket and
head back to the world.
Of course, the world will do what it does so well—yank
you right back into commotion and worry and fear. So I
find repeating a short phrase or mantra helps me remember the truth that’s in my pocket. My favorite came from
a peregrine falcon who sat on a telephone wire a few feet
from my front door a couple years ago. I had never seen
a peregrine falcon before, and I sensed his presence was
important. I sat beneath him and asked for his blessing.
Thanks to falcon, my grain-of-sand mantra is “You carry
me.” No matter what’s happening, when I whisper these
words, I feel myself on the back of my falcon angel, and
honor your longing to be one
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I remember again that Spirit carries me, and always has,
and always will.
While you’re in the cave, ask your Beloved for a little
grain to put in your pocket. It may be a word, a phrase,
an image, a color. Or it may be something tangible, like
a little stone or medal. Then carry the Divine with you
wherever you go.
What will happen in your cave of solitude? Will it turn
out to be a “furnace of transformation” for you? Will it
prevent you from becoming a “victim of society?” I think
so. There is a reason every spiritual tradition insists we go
inside and spend time alone with Source.
Henri Nouwen tells us we have to “fashion our own desert where we can withdraw every day, shake off our compulsions, and dwell in the gentle healing presence of our Lord”;
he doesn’t tell us exactly how. That is a sweet exploration
between you and the Divine. All I can suggest is that you
create a cave of solitude and enter it regularly. Over time I
think you will discover that what happens in this sacred container is more precious and important than anything that
happens outside. Or as Henri Nouwen says, “Solitude is not
simply a means to an end. Solitude is its own end.”
What and where is my cave of solitude?
When and how shall I enter it?
Am I ready for the transformation that can happen there?

First Paradox: I Am Human; I Am Divine
What have you learned about yourself and your true lineage
in this first-chakra exploration? This chakra is called the root
chakra because its Sanskrit name, Muladhara, means “root support.” Hearing the word root, we tend to visualize roots like plant
roots flowing down our legs, grounding us to our physical place
on earth and to our biological heritage. But there’s also something more happening in this first chakra. “Muladhara Chakra
is the seat of the coiled Kundalini and is the root of all growth
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and awareness of human divinity,” says Harish Johari in Chakras:
Energy Centers of Transformation.
Human divinity—that’s what this first exploration has been
about, and that’s the first great paradox in soul vows. In the yogic
tradition, Shakti, often called Kundalini, is the divine feminine
energy of creation. It is her cry for her Beloved that sparks the
spiritual journey back to the One. We are looking through the
lens of a Vedic system, but this cry is universal. Mystics of all traditions speak of it. In Fragments of a Love Story, Llewellyn VaughanLee, a profound Sufi author, describes it this way:
The soul’s primal cry of separation ignites our secret passion for union with God. This great love affair begins
with this cry, a love affair that will tear apart every thread
of our being and draw us from the separation of the ego
to the union of the Self.
This sounds so familiar to me. I can look back now and see
that my cry “I want You to find me!” was the cry of my soul, my
Shakti, my Kundalini, for union with the Beloved. In the chakra
system, Kundalini is depicted as a coiled snake at the base of the
root chakra. As she is awakened by prayer, desire, grace, or by
a teacher, Shakti slowly rises through the subtle energy chakras
up the spine all the way to the seventh chakra, where she unites
with Shiva, the divine masculine energy of limitless potential.
When they unite, all is united—lover and Beloved, feminine and
masculine, heaven and earth, human and divine.
Meister Eckhart, the great Christian mystic, describes our
dual lineage this way:
Every human person is an aristocrat,
every human person is noble and of royal blood.
Who is more noble than someone who is born,
on the one hand,
from the highest and best that a creature possesses
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and who, on the other hand,
is born
from the intimate depths of the divine nature
and the divine wilderness?
Meditations with Meister Eckhart, Matthew Fox

Use the triangle below to capture how the paradox of the two
apparent opposites of your dual human-divine lineage generate
a third holy truth. On my triangle, I put the sentences “I am
human” on one side and “I am divine” on the other to describe
how I perceive the paradox of this first chakra. But please use
your own wording. Perhaps you like the ancient god and goddess
images of Shiva and Shakti, or some version of Meister Eckhart’s
aristocratic lineages. On the dotted line across the bottom,
record the new revelation of the union of these two apparent
opposites. For me, that’s “I am an embodied soul.”
Then, in the center space, draw an image that captures the
essence of this new awareness. For me, a lovely image of the
divine human is the sacred heart. I grew up with a large painting
of Jesus with a glowing red heart in the entrance to my childhood home. I forgot about that image until I went to Oaxaca,
Mexico four years ago. In every hotel room, restaurant, and
home we entered, there was a large, red and gold metal sacred
heart on the wall. At first, it was disconcerting, but by the time
I left Oaxaca, I wanted a sacred heart on my wall at home. But
Jesus is not the only one with a sacred heart; each one of us has
a sacred heart. Each one of us is a divine human.
Go inside and ask your soul for an image that captures your
personal revelation of the divine human. It might be a head
with a halo, a sun and moon, or a tree with roots deep in the
earth and branches high in the heavens. Or perhaps you’d like
to honor the classic chakra story by drawing a rising Kundalini
Shakti serpent. It needn’t be a picture; the colors red and purple for the first and seventh chakras might be a lovely symbol of
your dual lineage. Whatever image you choose to symbolize your
dual lineage, put it in the center of your triangle.
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I’m showing you my first chakra triangle, just to show you
how it might look, but please don’t copy mine. It’s more fun
and much more meaningful to capture your own exploration of
the paradox of the divine human. If you want more room, draw
a larger triangle in your journal or an even bigger one on a full
size piece of paper.
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First Discovery: I Am Ready
After your adventures in this first exploration, I’ll bet you have
a new understanding and deeper appreciation of the words
that welcomed you to this chapter: “Once the soul awakens, the
search begins . . . you are inflamed with a special longing that
will never again let you linger in the lowlands of complacency
and partial fulfillment. The eternal makes you urgent.”
That sounds like Shakti surging upward through the chakras
to her beloved Shiva, doesn’t it? And it reminds me of my cry,
“I want You to find me!” Are John O’Donohue’s words now
true for you, too? Has your soul grabbed your attention and
won’t let you go? Do you feel a special longing whether you can
define what it is or not? Is a life of complacency simply no longer acceptable? Is a life that is only partially fulfilled no longer
enough? Is something urgent bubbling up inside?
If so, then you’re ready. That’s the first discovery, and it’s
just that simple. “I am ready.” I am ready to embrace my dual
lineage and get to know my royal Self. I am ready for the fullness
of life. I am ready to grow toward my godhood. I am ready to
become the divine human I am here to be. I am ready to unite
Shiva and Shakti, heaven and earth. I am ready to be one with
the One.
Say it in your own words, but say it. Say it out loud. Say it
in your cave of solitude. Say it in your daily prayers. Say it as
you’re falling asleep. Say it as you wake. “I am ready” is a powerful prayer. It sets everything in motion and propels you onward
to the next exploration in soul vows. Put “I am ready” in your
pocket and carry it with you to your next exploration.
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